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Parts List 100 Watt Linear Amplifier 

 

MOSFET Input     A-=Tayda Electronics  www.taydaelectronics.com 

1 IRFP250 MOSFET final   A-091 

1 .0033uf WIMA 100V   A-1546 

4 1uf WIMA 100V   A-4164 

4 .1uf WIMA 100V   A-1569 

1 .001uf 100V    A-4111 

1 1N5819 Schottky diode  A-484 

1 LM7812    A-207 

1 IRF9540 P-ch switch   A-083  see improved switch option below. 

1 SUP70101 P-ch switch, is a new much better DC switch.  Available at Mouser Elect. 

1 10K ohm NTC Thermistor  A-409 

1 200 ohm 25 turn bias pot R3  A-590 

1 1N4740 10V Zener diode  A-634 

1 470uf 50 vdc    A-4545 

1 4700uf 50 vdc    A-4546 

1 3.3K OHM 1W Carbon   A-2717 

3 10 ohm carbon resistors  A-2250  

4 T106-2 Toroid    http://www.kitsandparts.com 

MOSFET output 

3 6.8 nf WIMA 400V   Mouser Electronics 

1 .015 uf WIMA 400V   Mouser Electronics 

2 2200 pf Mica 500V   Search EBay, many listed 
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1 .1 WIMA 400V    Mouser Electronics 

2 1 uf WIMA 400V   Mouser Electronics 

 

Class A driver 

1 Diecast Box style 1590A  A-5163 

1 100 ohm, 25T Pot   A-584 

2 100 ohm resistors   A-2051  

1 FT50-J Toroid    http://www.kitsandparts.com 

1 TDA2030A Kit, Search EBay for Kit (see picture).  Buy two just in case you damage one.  

NOTE SEE PAGE 13-14 for a driver amplifier that can be easily built, and it’s a much better 

option.  

Most of the parts are inexpensive so order more than you think you will need.  Anything can 

and will happen while building and testing. 

I recommend four of the IRFP250 MOSFET finals; one for building, one for (why did I do that), 

and two for spare. 

The list is not complete with all the components, but anything you need not on the list, should 

be available on the Tayda site 

The capacitors on the MSOFET input are not critical, (WIMA not necessary) but use good 

quality.  On the output use WIMA pulse capacitors at least 400V. 

The 2200pf silver mica across L3 needs to be 2200pf if L3 is 13uh.  Up to 2250pf is ok, so mix 

and match to get the correct value if a single 2200pf is not available. 
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TDA2030A Class A Driver 

The driver is used to increase level to a + 25dbm or 300mw for the input of the amplifier.  If 

using a rig that puts out a 0dbm, this is a good option.  If your transmit power source is above a 

+25dbm (300mw) you will need to pad it down. 

The board on the right is the TDA2030A Kit that’s available on EBay.  This is the board that I 

used and it works, with better than 28db of gain.  Maximum input before distortion is around    

-3dbm and output is +28dbm.  I mounted it in a Di-cast case with an added heatsink on the back 

where the TDA2030 device is mounted.  The di-cast box will get very hot without the added 

heatsink.  I have built four of these driver amps and they all performed to the same level. 

The output transformer T1 is shown wound on a FT100-J, but the FT50-J works better.  If using 

the F 100-J the primary and secondary need to be wound close together to reduce coupling 

loss.  Not a problem when using the FT50-J. 
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The maximum input with no attenuation is -3dbm.  With an input of -3dbm or greater adjust R1 

for a +25dbm out.  

Setting the output to a +25dbm if you don’t have a power meter.  The level can be set using a 

VTVM RMS scale.  Connect a 51-ohm carbon resistor across the output of the TDA2030 

amplifier.  Read the voltage across the resistor.  If connecting to a 0dbm out on a radio, turn the 

power level to maximum and key the rig.  Adjust the input pot R1 to read 4.0vrms across the 

resistor.  I tried this with a RCA WV-98 and it read within .5dbm as my power meter. 

The VTVM or scope can also be used to measure the 100-watt amplifier output.  With the 

VTVM connected to the output @ 100 watts you should read 71vrms across the output when 

connected to a 50/51-ohm load. 

The TDA2030 Driver will pull 1 Amp at +25 out. When using the LM7812 regulator to power 

the TDA2030 Driver, heatsink the LM7812 to the amplifier chassis.  

Notice on the output there is a .005mf (.0047) on the output of the amplifier.  This corrects a 

slight distortion problem at maximum output.  Be sure to add it. 
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SWR sweep connected to the input of the amplifier J1. 

Note…this sweep was made with R2, 6.8K across T2 removed. 

Before tuning the input circuit, the center frequency will be around 490 kHz.  Add different 

values for C2 until the analyzer reads around 475 kHz, my circuit needed 300pf.  Make sure the 

circuit is mounted in the amplifier case, and connected to the IRFP250 MOSFET. With no power 

applied adjust C2 for 475 kHz center frequency.  IF the center frequency is anywhere in the 630-

meter band you will be ok. 

Tuning with a RF probe or VTVM.   

With the Driver amplifier connected and powered up, connect a signal to the input of the driver 

amp (signal generator at 475 kHz).  Connect an RF probe or VTVM-AC across the gate of the 

IRFP250.  Increase the level out of the generator until you get a good reading, adjust C2 for pick 

voltage.  Shift frequency on the generator to verify pick at 475.  No power should be applied to 

the IRFP250, so power the Driver amp from a separate 12v source.    

Note…this adjustment is made with R2, 6.8K across T2 removed during tuning.  It does not 

change the tuning, but lifting it intensifies the pick voltage. 
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SWR sweep of the input after adding R2, 6.8K across the tune circuit.  This will lower the Q, but 

will broaden the bandpass.  The lower Q also helps stabilize the amplifier. 
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SWR sweep of the output circuit. 

Place a 5 ohm (two 10 ohms in parallel) carbon resistor from the MOSFET drain connection tab 

to ground (see schematic).  NO POWER APPLIED.  The band pass should look something like this 

with the center frequency around 475 kHz.  You should only need to change the capacitance on 

the output of L2 to get the circuit in resonance.  Remember to remove the resistor and 

disconnect the Analyzer before applying power. 

This test is not absolutely necessary but it does verify the output circuit.  
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Amplifier Setup and Testing 

 

First set the MOSFET drain idle current to 250ma, this is not a critical setting.  

Measure the current draw to the amplifier with no RF drive.  Key the amplifier 

with the driver amplifiers 12v supply disconnected and no other power draw from 

the 12v supply in the amplifier other than the bias circuit.  Adjust R3, 200 Ohm 

bias adjustment for 250ma total current draw.  With the Driver connected to the 

LM7812 12v output, you will see about 300ma with no RF drive.  It’s a good idea 

to preset the bias pot for around 3.5vdc before making the adjustment. 

Note…The voltage on the gate of the MOSFET will be around 4.2vdc for 250ma 

drain current.  Best to use a 25 turn pot for the bias adjustment (see parts list). 

The thermistor in the bias circuit is there to regulate the bias current.  The 

thermistor does not protect the FET from thermal breakdown.  When the FET 

starts warming up the idle current will start to rise and the thermistor will adjust it 

back down.  (Use a good heatsink on the FET).  Note, there is a 2K ohm resistor in 

series with the thermistor. 

Connect the output to a 50-ohm load through a power or current meter.  If you 

don’t have power meters use a VTVM or scope connected across the output.  See 

chart below (rms voltage to power, across 50-ohm load).  The old RCA VoltOhmyst 

works very well up to 1 MHz. 

10 watts   22.4v rms 

20 watts   31.6v rms 

30 watts   38.7v rms 

40 watts   44.7v rms 

50 watts   50.0v rms 

60 watts   54.7v rms 

70 watts   59.1v rms 
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80 watts   63.2v rms 

90 watts   67.1v rms 

100 watts 71.0v rms 

110 watts 74.2v rms 

 Connect 24vdc to the amplifier, ground the Key and apply drive to the 

input.  If all goes as planned, you should have a 100-watt linear amplifier.   

 The amplifier will put out 150 watts at 30VDC in with the same +25dbm 

drive.  If you want to try it make sure the 10 Zener diode is across R4.  This 

will keep PTT from overdriving the gate of the P-CH switch.  Also you will 

need to readjust the ID current for 250ma.   

 Email me from my QRZ page if you have any questions or comments.  

Tom WB4JWM 

 

Construction Notes 

 

When mounting the Thermistor on top of the IRFP250, I use J-B Kwik Weld 

epoxy under the thermistor.  If you need to replace the MOSFET just add a 

new thermistor. 

 

Mount L1 L2 L3 out of phase from one another.  L1 can be mounted facing 

the chassis, L2 and L3 mounted vertical 90 degrees from each other.  

 

Remember to heatsink the LM7812 on the chassis if using it to power the 

2030 driver.  

 

The LM7812 12V regulator is not needed if you’re not using the driver 

amplifier, but it could be used to power a small 12 volt fan, indicator lights, 

changeover relay, or other 12V accessory.      
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+28DBM DRIVER FOR THE 100 LINEAR AMP. 

 

 

 

After using the TDA2030 for a driver amplifier, I was not pleased with the high 

current it took to produce +27dbm output.  After trying some online MMIC 

broadband amplifiers, I decided it was time to build my own amplifier using low 

cost components.  This Driver turned out to be an easy build and it exceeded my 

expectations.   

The amplifier has two adjustments, R1 and R2.  The first setup is to adjust R2 for 

150ma of current at the 12V input connector.  I have found that different runs of 

the TIP120 the current will very slightly so the range of R2 should be adequate.  

R1 is used to set the drive level.  The maximum input level is around -10dbm, so if 

driving the amplifier with a 0dbm output from transmitter you must lower the 

drive with R1.  There are many ways to do this, power meter, spectrum analyzer, 

oscilloscope, or just adjusting R1 until the output is high enough to drive the 

amplifier to 100 watts out.  The correct drive level for my 100-watt linear  
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Is around +25 DBM so there is some headroom left in the amplifier.  If takes more 

than a +25 there is a problem with the input or output circuit.  It’s very important 

to check the tuning of the input, see documentation in the amplifier build. 

When ordering the TIP120 be sure it a STMicroelctronics they work, other devices 

I’ve tried didn’t work (output 10-15db low). 
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